The molecular biology of multidomain proteins. Selected examples.
The aim of this review is to give an overview of the contribution molecular biology can make to an understanding of the functions and interactions within multidomain proteins. The contemporary advantages ascribed to multidomain proteins include (a) the potential for metabolite channelling and the protection of unstable intermediates; (b) the potential for interactions between domains catalysing sequential steps in a metabolic pathway, thereby giving the potential for allosteric interactions; and (c) the facility to produce enzymic activities in a fixed stoichiometric ratio. The alleged advantages in (a) and (b) however apply equally well to multi-enzyme complexes; therefore, specific examples of these phenomena are examined in multidomain proteins to determine whether the proposed advantages are apparent. Some transcription-regulating proteins active in the control of metabolic pathways are composed of multiple domains and their control is exerted and modulated at the molecular level by protein-DNA, protein-protein and protein-metabolite interactions. These complex recognition events place strong constraints upon the proteins involved, requiring the recognition of and interaction with different classes of cellular metabolites and macromolecules. Specific examples of transcription-regulating proteins are examined to probe how their multidomain nature facilitates a general solution to the problem of multiple recognition events. A general unifying theme that emerges from these case studies is that a basic unitary design of modules provided by enzymes is exploited to produce multidomain proteins by a complex series of gene duplication and fusion events. Successful modules provided by enzymes are co-opted to new function by selection apparently acting upon duplicated copies of the genes encoding the enzymes. In multidomain transcription-regulating proteins, former enzyme modules can be recruited as molecular sensors that facilitate presumed allosteric interactions necessary for the molecular control of transcription.